Simulation of electroporated cell by chronopotentiometry.
Chronopotentiometry on planar lipid bilayer (BLM) is proposed as a method for modeling the electrical phenomena in electroporated cell. Two techniques are discussed: constant-current and linear-current chronopotentiometry. It is proposed that the constant-current chronopotentiometry may provide basis for modeling the electroporated cell shortly after the removal of the electric field, when activity of cellular pumps counteracts ionic fluxes through the electropore and ionic channels. The linear-current method can be considered for modeling the cell in the later stage after electroporation, when energetical resources of the cell are gradually getting exhausted and the activity of pumps decreases. Based on this idea, it may be postulated that the electropore in the cell has fluctuating dynamics whose stochastic characteristics, similarly as biological channels, shows 1/f noise. The model implies that the fluctuations would disappear leaving the electropore with a constant resistance when efficiency of the pumps becomes very small. The results of chronopotentiometry also may suggest that opening time, conductivity and selectivity of the electropore can be controlled by the cell environment or membrane composition.